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Sandeep Bhagwati 

Writing Sound Into the Wind* 

How Score Technologies Affect Our Musicking 

ABSTRACT: In this slightly updated text of his keynote speech at the Annual Congress 2019 of 
the GMTH, Sandeep Bhagwati discusses foundational concepts of current discourses on nota-
tion, such as notational perspective and comprovisation. He elaborates on the place of notation 
in an ongoing evolution that sees sound production gradually move away from human agency 
and its translation into the visual and unfolds the field for possible notation opened up by new 
sensory technologies. Will the introduction of such responsive and fluid score technologies 
once more change the very nature of what we call music? Finally, he imagines possible shifts 
in the ontology of musicking that may be occasioned by such ‘invisible’ notations and through 
non-human agency in musicking. 

In diesem leicht überarbeiteten Text seiner Keynote auf dem Jahreskongress 2019 der GMTH 
erörtert Sandeep Bhagwati grundlegende Konzepte des aktuellen Notationsdiskurses, wie z. B. 
notational perspective und comprovisation. Er erläutert den Platz von Notationsformen inner-
halb einer laufenden Entwicklung, in der sich die Klangerzeugung allmählich vom menschli-
chen Handeln und seiner Übersetzung ins Visuelle entfernt, und entfaltet das Feld möglicher 
Notationen, das durch neue sensorische Technologien eröffnet wird. Wird die Einführung 
solcher reaktionsfähiger und fließender Notationstechnologien die Natur dessen, was wir 
Musik nennen, erneut verändern? Schließlich stellt er sich mögliche Verschiebungen in der 
Ontologie des Musizierens vor, die durch derartige ›unsichtbare‹ Notationen und durch nicht-
menschliches Handeln im Bereich des Musizierens hervorgerufen werden könnten. 

SCHLAGWORTE/KEYWORDS: Comprovisation, music notation; Notation; notation objects; 
notation technologies; Notationsobjekte; Notationstechniken; Ontologien des Musizierens; 
ontologies of musicking 

I. Abstracting from Sound 

When I speak English, I speak with an accent that is informed by my years of 
growing up in India, by decades of speaking German, and by 12 years in Montréal – 
where a particular Franco-Quebecois English accent surrounds me every day. 

 

* Keynote-Beitrag. 
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Yet all this richness of sound in my spoken delivery does not appear in the 
written transcript of my lecture. This is not a bug of writing, it is its most impor-
tant purpose – it is a method of abstracting meaningful discourse from the real 
sounds of a person’s speech acts. Writing is thus intentionally biased against the 
individuality of human speech sound production.1 In its most radical form, Chi-
nese civilisations have used logograms to represent ideas rather than sounds. 
Logograms not only abstract and homogenise different accents like alphabetic 
languages do, they can be used to write entirely different languages with the 
same sign system. 

A prominent cultural theorist of the Anthropocene, Nigel Clark, has pointed 
out that to abstract speech sound into writing is one of those many techniques 
and strategies that human societies employ to protect themselves from a volatile 
existence on an unstable planet and one of its collaterals in human life: those 
uncomfortably uncertain and imprevisible dangers inherent in social interaction 
(he mentions slavery as another such strategy).2 Troubled by life’s existential 
vagaries, we want to at least imagine our existence as something stable, some-
thing writable, something readable – which might give us some respite from the 
incessant attacks of the furies of time: 

Music for a while 
Shall all your cares beguile. 
Wond’ring how your pains were eas’d 
And disdaining to be pleas’d 

(Dryden/Purcell 1727) 

II.  Ontologies of Musicking 

The fact that I can conjure up, out of thin air, a piece of music that most of you 
will know and instantly recognize – this is, on many levels, a quite improbable 
semblance of stability – and thus a remarkable success against those furies. After 
all, sound is really nothing but a fleeting flutter of the air around us. As an artist, 
I am intrigued by the fact that wind and sound are both cousins (both move indi-

 

1 As anyone who has ever tried to read certain orality-imitating passages in books by, say, Wil-
liam Faulkner, Fritz Reuter, Raymond Queneau or G.V. Desani will readily admit. 

2 Clarke 2020. 
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vidual air molecules) – and enemies (concert halls primarily exist to kill wind). So 
much of music is about wind, and yet real winds would devour it in an instant… 

Our temporary victory against music’s ephemerality relies on a roster of tech-
niques and technologies that have, step by step, changed the very ontology of 
musicking: when each became widespread in a culture, it redefined what people 
thought this thing called ‘music’ to be. These changes happened in five mutually 
interdependent expansions of musicality (fig. 1). 

 

Figure 1: The gradual de-materialisation of sound making (left) and the apparently concomi-
tant expansion of ontologies (right) for music making. Will the introduction of responsive and 
fluid score technologies once more change the very nature of what we call music? 

1. INSTRUMENTS – The first step away from the origins of musicking in the 
human voice was the construction of things that can reliably (re)-produce a spe-
cific kind of sound, be it specific pitches or specific timbres or both – i. e., we call 
these things ‘musical instruments’. Instruments are an extraordinary achieve-
ment: while a human voice and its expressions may emerge from and must return 
into the wider flow of life, instruments consciously work against this entropic 
river – they fish out individual sounds for inspection, introspection, analysis and 
reproduction – and thereby give us one of the sweetest victories over time: to be 
able to make the same sound again. The instrument made sonic matter more reli-
able and repeatable: once we could manipulate and order sounds, such a repeata-
ble sound could then play the role of a symbol. 

2. MUSICALISING THE BODY – Instruments (as all tools) have the potential to 
make more and more reliably varied sounds than their inventors ever could have 
imagined. In order to realise these affordances, the human body must become 
intensely entangled with the materiality of the instrument, and in this process 
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even the voice was redefined as an instrument. The second step to a new under-
standing of music came through such kinds of training, which is nothing else 
than an abstracted re-imagining of the body into a reliable tool for music making. 
Training the musician’s body to master an instrument or their own voice moreo-
ver made music transcend the range, the capacities of the human body alone: 
music became a prosthesis, something added to the human voice. Music beha-
viours did not only arise in a body but became stored in the interaction between a 
body and something stable – bones, woods, stones, metals. In other words, mu-
sicking now physically connected us to the world around us. 

3. NOTATION – In many cultures then came notation: the purpose of this no-
tation is to build on the double abstractions of the sonic and of the body and to 
further move sound making away from the furies of disappearance – in this case 
from the unreliability of memory: notation could establish an abstract musical 
form beyond the limited reach and temporal existence of the human body, in a 
‘platonic’ space of shared cultural memory and shared ideas. Notation opens the 
affordances of the instrument (and the voice-seen-as-an-instrument), the symbo-
lisation of sound, into a realm of abstract symbol manipulation, outside of sound. 

4. PHONOGRAPHY – And the fourth paradigm shift was the invention of the 
phonograph 142 years ago: to be able to store and reproduce soundwaves first 
through direct inscription, later through data reconfiguration, has changed every-
thing in musicking: We have the phonograph needle, and now: Death, where is 
thy sting? Phonography (and the technologies of sound generation and manipula-
tion that stem from it) expands the prosthetic approach to sound production, our 
outsourcing of music away from the body: we now need no human body at all to 
make music appear – all we need is the right composition of minerals and metals – 
and music can manifest at any time. 

Each of these technologies has added unforeseeable affordances to music mak-
ing. Each of these new affordances also profoundly changed what humans thought 
it was about. All of them, as soon as they appeared, changed the very ontology of 
musicking. 

While this text focuses on notation, we need to keep in mind that the act of no-
tating and composing does not necessarily imply a creative act within the sonic – 
anything can be the composed: composing in sound is just a special case of com-
posing ‘things’. The essence of notating a composition into a score lies in the act 
of stabilising the unstable. A score is not about what is notated, it is not essential-
ly about sound – it is about laying down in writing precise relationships between 
aesthetically relevant ephemeral objects. These objects may well be sounds, but 
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can also, as in Stockhausen’s Inori, be movements or, as in Scriabin’s Prometheus, 
colours. But what happens when new technologies call into question this very 
notion of defining a particular set of relations between aesthetic objects? 

In this text, I propose that new kinds of scores will once again change what we 
think music or musicking is – that new score technologies constitute a fifth ex-
pansion in the ontology of musicking: Music, something we thought was a uni-
quely human expression, can now manifest itself as a technological, para-human 
entity that is deeply entangled with non-human agency. These non-human agen-
cies enable us to imagine a score as something that is less fixed, more fluid than 
especially the history of Eurological music has taught us to assume. 

III.  Notational Perspective 

In order to understand what fluidity could mean in the context of a score, we 
need to first take a look at what notation does when it transforms sounds into 
writing.  

No notation can write down the complete four-dimensional reality of a sound. 
Any symbol for sound must thus select those elements or parameters of a com-
plex sound phenomenon that are aesthetically relevant – to the writer of the 
score. As most of you know, in acoustic and psychoacoustic analysis one can 
represent sounds by about 20 dimensions, using such parameters as spectral cen-
troids (which is a measure of sound brightness), formants, spectral synchronicity, 
and many more – including, of course, the two parameters preferred by tradition-
al European notation: pitch and duration.  

Music theory sometimes still includes other parameters, such as loudness, tim-
bre, sonic texture – but these are actually quite complicated behaviours of sound, 
they are not parameters in the same way as pitch and duration: loudness depends 
on musical, spatial, perceptual context, timbre has a strong psychoacoustic and 
cultural component, sonic texture really is a placeholder term for everything else 
about a sound. The many dimensions of sound that I mentioned before essentially 
were brought in to replace the vagueness of terms such as loudness, timbre and 
sonic texture. 
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The notation most readers of this text would know best (i. e., common Eurolog-
ical notation)3 recognises this double standard – it uses clearly defined notation 
objects for pitch and duration (musical notes) and employs intentionally vague 
graphics and verbal instructions to notate loudness and timbre (articulation). It 
skips the notation of sonic texture entirely, because sonic texture is a meta-
parameter, an emergent behaviour resulting from many independent phenomena. 

Once we are clear about the fact that common Eurological notation picks and 
chooses which sonic properties it can represent in what kind of writing, it be-
comes equally clear that this bias of this type of notation is a contingent result of 
choice – it became established as the most efficient way to represent locally and 
historically circumscribed ideas about what is important in music making. 

This means that if another musical tradition finds other parameters of sound 
more important, then their notation must be different in kind from common Eu-
rological notation. I would just point to two notation systems that indeed func-
tion differently, but no less efficiently, to notate just those aspects of musical 
sound that are important to their users: the notation of Qin music in China and 
the Tabla Bol system in India (fig. 2). 

We always talk about music as a time-based art. But Qin notation, for example, 
does not appear to be deeply and artistically interested in time’s flow at all. Deci-
sions about duration and timing are left to the musicians in much the same way 
as decisions about instrumental timbre are left to the musicians in Eurological 
notation. Time is important to Qin musicking, but it is a concern of making, not 
of writing. On the other hand, Qin musicians obviously are very interested in 
timbre, for they notate the exact way to pluck a string. To Qin music notators, 
then, the sound of their music seems to be of more artistic relevance than how it 
moves through time – that, at least, is what their notation says. 

Indian Tabla Bol notation, the notation for a rhythm instrument, on the other 
hand, must by necessity be interested in time. In this notation, time is notated in 
cycles – time is conceptualised variations on a repeatable time segment. In addi-
tion, Bol notation is deeply invested in timbre: the many possible ways of striking 

 

3 I prefer this term to the usual term ‘common Western notation’, because the term this name is 
derived from, namely ‘western music’ is misleading and inaccurate. Western music is a genre 
that originated in Europe and nowadays, for both good and sordid reasons, is being made by mu-
sicians the world over. In order to differentiate music composed by a, say, Chinese composer in 
the logic of this European tradition from music that follows Chinese aesthetics and traditions, I 
have for some time now introduced the term ‘Eurological art music’ for what is often called 
Western music. 
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the drum with the bare hand and producing a specific drum sound are codified as 
complex notational objects. What a Bol notator, however, is not interested in – 
and therefore cannot notate easily – are: pitches (tablas are pitched instruments, 
but their pitches are not represented in the notation), non-cyclic rhythms, sounds 
produced by other means than the bare hand etc. It should be mentioned, and will 
become important for my argument, that Tabla Bols are not normally used as a 
written notation – they are an oral notation and therefore also offer the potential 
of becoming a real-time notation: notation that co-exists in synchrony with the 
music. Notation does not need to be ink on paper. 

 

Figure 2: A simplified comparison between three notation systems (common Eurological nota-
tion, Chinese Jianzi Pu notation and Indian Tabla Bol notation) shows their differing notation-
al perspectives. 

Such biases with respect to which parameters should be represented in notation 
and which not, can tell us much about a musical tradition and its ontology of 
musicking. Hermann Gottschewski has called them “the perspective of a nota-
tion”.4 Such a perspective always makes it easy to notate those aspects of musick-
ing that a particular tradition cares about, and makes it very difficult or even 
impossible to notate other aspects that the inventors of a notation did not have in 
mind: hitting a table with a drumstick, playing a Qin to an orchestra conductor’s 
indications, notating subtle timbral shifts in an oboe. 

 

4 Gottschewski 2005. 
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I would like to make it clear that the notion of notational perspectives is not 
just a philosophical notion; it actually can – and should – be an analytic tool that 
could underpin any theoretical discussion of notation. Elsewhere,5 I have listed 
the possible parameters and conducted a first analysis of the notational perspec-
tive of Schubert’s piano scores. There is no time to go into such detail here, I 
would nevertheless present a checklist of analytic categories that could help de-
fine notational perspective: 
– Notation type: a superficial classification of the notation – is it primarily graph-

ic with some symbols and some verbal instructions? Is it Eurological or Tibetan 
or Malaysian etc.? Is it oral, written or is it a collection of rules etc.? 

– Notation objects: which kinds of notation objects are used in the notation? (No-
tation objects: symbols that bundle several parameters.) 

– Internal relations: which type of notation is dominant, which one corollary, 
which one subservient?  

– Functions: which parameters of music making are controlled by which type of 
notation? 

– Degree of freedom: which parameters are notatable, which ones are left to the 
performer/listener to figure out? 

– Impact on aesthetic experience: what does the notation want the listeners to 
focus on – i. e., which elements of the music are intended to convey aesthetic 
information? 

– Impossibilities: which musical phenomena are impossible/very hard to notate?6 

 

5 Bhagwati 2013. 
6 This last point leads to a curious observation: a large part of the apparent complexity in scores of 

contemporary Eurological music does not necessarily stem from the fact that the music itself is 
complex or difficult (in fact, it often is not). Rather, it stems from the fact that the composers try 
to write their score in the perspective of common notation – which may not be not suited to 
their musical intent. Except for graphomania: why do most of them not switch to a notation that 
would be better suited to the music they want to write? I believe that such inefficient use of no-
tation is an indication of the inertia of the ecological system of Eurological music where most 
musicians learn only common Eurological notation – and this common Eurological notation is 
thus expected in many circumstances that can decisively influence a composer’s career: e. g. 
composition competitions, teacher hiring committees, orchestra commissions. It seems that, for 
tactical reasons, many composers wouldrather employ expanded common Eurological notation  
– and thereby risk inefficient visual complexity – than to propose a notation that actually best 
captures the musical intent, for young composers of today, or so they believe, will still be more 
immediately successful if they write scores that look like Ferneyhough than if they make scores 
that look like Logothetis or Cage. 
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IV.  Comprovisation 

This list could lead one to assume that the intrinsically infinite range of possible 
notational perspectives would open up a similarly infinite field of notational 
techniques. That, however, does not seem to be the case. Rather, it appears that 
all written music notation can be read as a specific combination of four broad 
types: neumic, symbolic, graphic and verbal (fig. 3). 
– Neumes were the first steps towards notation: mnemonic signs attached to 

individual written words as aids to pronunciation, intonation or singing. It is a 
partly symbolic, partly iconic notation. 

– Symbolic notation developed (in Europe, at least)7 from neumes by inscribing 
them into the musical stave – a two-dimensional cartesian space of pitch () 
and time (). Symbolic notation, however, is not really cartesian, as the sym-
bols used often are informational ‘objects’ that may come with their own tem-
poral dimension (e. g. in the West) or may just denote a sequence without spe-
cific durations (e. g. in East Asia). 

– Graphic notation, then, is a fully notated Cartesian representation of the sonic 
space. It is particularly suited to represent non-discrete, continuous parameter 
changes (slides instead of scales). Mostly used as an iconic notation. 

– Finally, verbal scores either are extensions of a symbolic score (usually for 
unique actions that require no ‘portable’ symbol), or literary descriptions of 
moods or musical gaits – or are used to describe complex interactions between 
musicians. They can be indexical or symbolic. 

In addition to these four types, notations can be characterised by whether they 
intend to convey a resulting sound or the action required to arrive at a sound. 

Although all four types can in principle convey both, symbolic and verbal no-
tations are more suited to indicating the action required to activate a sound, while 
neumes and graphic notations are more apt to be used as ‘icons’ (likenesses) for a 
sound.  

 

 

7 European, as well as Chinese and Japanese neumes are a kind of proto-graphic notation, as they, 
too, employ the essentially contingent concept of up/down-tracings for melodic movement. Gott-
schewski 2005 suggests that the vertical orientation of old Chinese/Japanese scripts may have pre-
vented the development of a continuous melodic notation that ‘naturally’ arose from horizontally 
concatenating up/down-neumes in European scripts. 
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Figure 3: The four basic notation techniques: two are iconic (neume-like and graphic nota-
tions), two are indexical (symbolic and verbal notations). Many scores contain instances of 
several of these techniques, in various hierarchies and layerings – these constellations are 
often unique, and might well serve to fingerprint a style or a piece. Note that these techniques 
are not only applicable to visual scores – they will also appear in audio or haptic scores. 

Of course, any combination of these four types of notation may be used in par-
allel, even within one notation system: In many notational situations of Western 
standard notation, symbolic and graphic elements intermingle (e. g. the propor-
tional rhythmic ‘look’ of a measure, although irrelevant to the notation itself, can 
greatly aid musicians in reading, especially in polyphonic situations.) 

While iconic sound notations at first seem more intuitive, their very iconicity 
decisively limits the complexity and, more importantly, the possibilities for con-
text-independence of the notated event: action notations are far more efficient in 
transferring precise musical ideas from one sound source to another, thus creat-
ing new sonorities from the same musical thought, and have consequently been 
highly successful in polyphonic, multi-instrumental and multi-traditional music.  

Most contemporary scores employ a constantly shifting pragmatic mix be-
tween several of the basic varieties isolated above. Notation, the choices that 
those composers who are writing down their music make when they creatively 
use or invent a notational perspective, thus seems to be a question of imaginative 
craft – and, as such, deeply linked to the creative process. Notational perspective 
could thus be an additional analytic parameter for music theory.  

Using notational perspective as a globally useful stylistic concept to describe 
the diverse aspects of music making that people find variously either easy or dif-

neumic symbolic

verbalgraphic

Indicates action for making sound (indexical)Pre/de-scribes sound (iconic)
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ficult to notate may thus perhaps serve to help defuse the familiar musicological 
and categorial pseudo-feud between composition and improvisation, for it only 
differentiates between those aspects of a musical event that stem from score ele-
ments (and are thus part of a composition), and those that do not (and hence must 
be improvised in a contingent manner). Notational perspective thus subsumes 
both contentious terms in a wider perspective. 

Twenty years ago, I adopted the portmanteau word comprovisation to desig-
nate “musical creation predicated on an aesthetically relevant interlocking of 
context-independent and contingent performance elements.” A key term in this 
definition is “aesthetically relevant” – it points to the necessity of conscious en-
gagement by participants in a given musicking context with the repeata-
ble/contingent dichotomy that pervades contemporary creative music practices. 

Comprovisation thus is not one particular way of creative musicking, it is not 
in itself a technique or an analytical category. Thinking in terms of comprovisa-
tion is more a reminder to us that questions such as “Is this music composed or 
improvised, is it notated or not, does it have a score or not?” are not very helpful 
in order to understand a specific musical practice. Rather, one could ask: “How 
many and which aspects of this music are context-independent (i. e. composed) 
and how many and which are contingent (i. e. improvised)? And how is the rela-
tion or the ratio between composition and improvisation structured?” (fig. 4). 

Comprovisation, then, could work as an inclusive descriptor for a field of crea-
tive music making. And notational perspective would then be that analytical and 
descriptive tool that would help to identify and triage a vast diversity of compro-
visation practices. 

V.  Secondary Orality and Technological Scores 

Up to this point, we have been speaking about scores as if they were stable ob-
jects that fix music – and thus make the ephemeral constellations of sounds that 
we call music a little more stable, moving them into the realm of platonic ideas – 
and this mostly by the marvellous technology of ink sunk into paper. Increasing-
ly, however, people do not any more use ink and paper to interact with ideas.  
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Figure 4: The definition of the terms score and performance used in this text. Following these 
definitions, each real-world composition or improvisation will presuppose the use of both 
score and performance elements in a unique mixture or layering. No music is entirely com-
posed or entirely improvised – hence the term comprovisation to encompass both practices. 

Walter Ong, in his book Orality and Literacy,8 calls the decisive shift in human 
communication that is enabled by more recent technologies a “secondary orality”, 
i. e., an orality made possible by technology based on written instructions. We 
engage in secondary orality whenever we listen to voices and music on the radio, 
when we communicate by phone, when we compose sound on tape or at a digital 
audio workstation, when we talk to Alexa or Siri to get things done. 

This new habit of secondary orality, this shift back towards ephemeral com-
munication, is one of the defining aspects of computer technology. On our com-
puters, writing becomes as ephemeral as singing – while singing can become as 
semi-permanent as writing. No wonder that the score, this incarnation of written 
music, has undergone significant revolutions over the past decades – and that 
these revolutions in scoring engender a fifth ontological expansion in musicking. 
It is my contention that we are currently living through a period of change where 
new types of scoring open up a new way of understanding what music is and 
how it exists. 

Music sociologist Alfred Schütz has famously described the experience of 
growing older together at the same speed 9 as one of the great attractions of the 

 

8 Ong 1982. 
9 Schütz 1951. 

Comprovisation
context-independent = SCORE

any instruction or device or convention or tradition etc. 
that stabilises 

a number of aspects of a performance
from one realisation to another

contingent = PERFORMANCE

any action within a performative context 
that is not covered by the score. 
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concert format (and by extension of listening together to recorded music). All 
across the world traditional, and especially oral musicking always takes place 
within this social contract, while ink and paper scores, context-independent as 
they are, resolutely remain outside of it – these written scores rather embody the 
medieval concept of God’s time where past and future are already fixed (com-
posed by God) – and we humans must wander through it, unaware of what will 
happen.  

Such scores enact, like most writing, a linear concept of time. Linearity is the 
belief that the sequence in which we perceive things is significant and that we 
can discover/create meaning by making and/or examining the temporal order in 
which we perceive events. We all share this perceptual bias. 

But in the age of secondary orality, technology enables us to develop scores 
that share the temporal flux of the concert in synchrony with the performers. I 
have called them situative scores: scores that deliver time- and context-sensitive 
information to musicians at the moment when it becomes relevant. Situative 
scores do not build on linear, pre-existing information structures. Information in 
situative scores is only available ephemerally, i. e., while it is being displayed or 
accessed in a particular context. 

But such situative scores are not the only types of new score possibilities that 
have opened up with newer scoring technologies. The most important step in 
score technology may be the one where notation steps beyond the visual sense. 
Our eyes process information faster and more flexibly than our ears. This speed 
differential has been crucial for notation technology so far: a reader is faster than 
a listener, and a musician can thus absorb crucial information quickly, ‘offline’, 
and still let musical sound evolve at its eigen-time. Until very recently, the other 
senses, touch, body awareness and hearing10 could not be processed at the speed 
of vision: they process information ‘online’, at roughly the same speed at which 
music itself moves – they thus do not afford the score reader the visual score’s 
advance knowledge of the future. 

This is probably the reason why the default interface for situational scores still 
seems to be the visual score. Writing surfaces and/or display screens dominate 
the practice of scored music – but the confluence of technologies and techniques 

 

10 Smell as a sense is several orders of magnitude too slow for normal music speed. Engaging with 
smell as a score would also require a new type of concert hall, which necessarily would have to 
involve wind in order to quickly disperse the smells… a paradox not likely to be resolved soon, 
for the reasons mentioned above. 
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that I have just described, combined with comprovisation as a new way of under-
standing of what happens when we make music and, not least, the technique of 
what Jason Freeman has called “extreme sight reading”11 when performing live-
generated scores, have levelled this particular playing field. Now touch and hear-
ing and proprioception could, in principle, indeed become notational interfaces, 
too. This insight opens up a vast field for notation outlined in the mind map in 
figure 5: a tree of possibilities of which the notation most music theory engages 
with constitutes just one branch, the one leading from symbolic to visual to linear 
to written to Eurological. 

 

Figure 5: This notation mind map conceptualises the many possible ways in which notation 
could be conceived. To the left are the sensory modes that could be used to communicate with 
the performers and to the right are types of notation, the concepts for notation that could be 
used. While the right side has been explored over the last 50 years, the left side has been stu-
died much less. On the other hand, the left side seems to offer a complete overview, while the 
right side is almost certainly incomplete. 

Unfolding this map would take too much time and space. Suffice it to say, it clear-
ly shows that notation has only just begun to unfold its potential for new types of 
music making. 

 

11 Freeman 2008. 
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VI.  Invisible Notations and Non-Human Agency in Musicking 

You may have noticed that at the beginning of my talk, I called ‘phonography’, 
the writing of sound, a post-human sound technology, because it does not require 
any sonic human intervention to make some musical noise. Recent technological 
developments take such post-human music production to the next level: Just as 
sound making once had been ported into the body of instruments, and music 
reproduction had been transferred into the body of electrical devices, music crea-
tion itself is now being implanted into computer software. 

In 2014, for a curious concert at McGill University in Montréal,12 three live-
composition systems were made to play with each other: George Lewis’s Voyager 
system, Michael Young’s Prosthesis system and the system developed in coopera-
tion between my lab, matralab and IRCAM: a software architecture we called 
Native Alien. For this concert, instead of being presented alongside each other, 
these three softwares were to be linked in a closed loop; the output of one should 
become the input of the other. By listening to this canon of AI composers, we 
hoped to discern their sonic and musical affinities and differences in composi-
tional behaviour, their ‘personalities’, so to speak. As each of them reacted to the 
output of the other, we would be able to enjoy a composer’s battle in real time, 
something that up to then had been almost impossible to do. 

At first, we toyed with the idea of linking them through data connections: but 
we quickly understood that this would tend to make musical developments too 
fast and complex for humans to follow. The three AI systems might be enjoying 
each other’s company, but we human listeners would be left behind. I joked that 
maybe we should get all the office computers from the building and put them into 
the audience seats – maybe they would understand (and enjoy) what was going 
on! In the end, we decided that these systems, which had all trained with human 
players, should instead send each other their audio streams, thereby slowing 
down to our human speed. 

Each of these systems was fully able to produce a constant stream of interest-
ing musical events in the language of non-idiomatic free improvisation. At least 
two of them could also have worked with more art music material, had the con-
cert not been part of an iconoclastic popular music festival. But in recent years, 
AI music generation has made giant leaps towards everyday usage: Commercial 

 

12 http://matralab.hexagram.ca/news/music-without-humans-native-alien-meets-voyager-meets-
prosthesis/ (30.12.2020). 

http://matralab.hexagram.ca/news/music-without-humans-native-alien-meets-voyager-meets-prosthesis/
http://matralab.hexagram.ca/news/music-without-humans-native-alien-meets-voyager-meets-prosthesis/
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website platforms such as Amper, AIVA, Ecrett and others13 can generate id-
iomatic music in many styles, can imitate emotional dramaturgies and, in general, 
produce convincing musical output that usually equals or sometimes even sur-
passes the level of most human commercial music composers. The music they 
produce can be emotionally and sonically touching, especially for moviegoers. 
Not only does the day seem near when a movie soundtrack will not be composed 
by human composers, it doesn’t implausible that in a ‘Black Mirror-like’ near fu-
ture a cell phone app could supply us with a continual, individually composed 
live soundtrack to our life in the musical language we prefer at the moment. 

When generative music software can produce such musical realities that to 
most human listeners offer a viable alternative to human music making, then the 
kind of music theory that likes to deduce artistic intentions of a human music 
inventor from the written score will be beside the point. Such computer-
generated musicking needs no teleology, because it skips all the symbol manipu-
lations that in traditional human composing transform lived experience into the 
formal abstractions of a conventional score. And if music thus loses its symbolic 
dimension, music theory in turn must adapt not only its analytic tools, but its 
entire ontology. When, in such a scenario, listening to newly made music will 
become possible without someone playing instruments and without someone 
thinking curatorially about what should be played, and when thus no one ever 
shares the same music, when no one ‘grows older together’ – then musical sound 
can no longer be considered as a cultural intervention, then in the aesthetic sense 
it is not any longer a form of art. For art, after all, is a shared cultural expression, 
not a private experience. 

In such autonomously growing sonic produce, sound will become the ‘ephemeral 
paper’ on which music is written directly, without any detour or filtering through 
human conceptualisation. In such an absence of sonic symbols, which elements of 
this new kind of non-teleological musicking should future music theory engage 
with? Which sonic objects and non-sonic concepts in it can still give rise to and 
underpin a symbolic discourse that can turn a relentless stream of sounds into an 
aesthetic subject fit for theoretical analysis? What should music theory seek to 
analyse such music for? 

This is the point where thinking about and exploring new forms of notation can 
become relevant, where new types of scores can become crucial to a new ontology 
of sound and music. We saw how, in the previous ontologies, sound and music 

 

13 https://topten.ai/music-generators-review/ (30.12.2020). 

https://topten.ai/music-generators-review/
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making moved away from the singing body, into instruments, mental concepts, 
scores, and sound-reproducing devices. On this path, music has become reified, a 
thing, even a commodity. But with the advent of automatic composition, with the 
probable rise of post-human music production and consumption, with ubiquitous 
and continual access to live sound making, we discover that the human body is 
crucial to make musicking a viable artistic proposition for humans. 

For musical notation, however it may manifest itself, always pre-supposes a rela-
tionship between several human bodies, a transmission of ideas without sound. The 
score, the notation becomes the medium through which we communicate ideas and 
notions of the body – and not necessarily music. When music becomes a feature of 
the environment we live in, when it becomes an impenetrable jungle, scores tell us 
where to go, where to direct our ears to, how to find our way. 

Through them, we become aware of a purpose of musical activity that lies 
beyond the activities of making and listening to sound. Sound is important to mu-
sic, just as important as a white surface is to writing; Musickers use sound to write 
into it, they inscribe their artistic intentions onto the support of sound. Listeners 
read artistic intentions from the ‘pages’ of sound that they encounter. And what, 
then, is notation to the musickers of today? 

To carry the simile further, if sound is their paper, notation is their ink. It is 
through notation, the properly chosen notation, la notation juste, that the artistic idea 
becomes tangible as a text. Notation has always, in a sense, been the act of inscribing 
sound onto reality, but the new autonomously evolving kinds of sonic reality have 
changed this dynamic; now notation inscribes ideas into the musical flow itself, nota-
tions, in the new reality of musicking, become ways of understanding the relation-
ships, the structures, the patterns inherent in the incessant fluttering of air molecules 
around our ears. Instead of following divine commandments of a composer’s mind, a 
notion I have always found unnecessarily obsequious, reading a score will become 
akin to reading a map and choosing our path through its maze. Writing scores will 
become, not entirely unlike using interactive maps, an exercise in navigation, where 
the meaning of the music emerges from the multiple pathways we imagine for it, not 
only from the fairly limited sonic experiences we encounter on the way. 

Thus, from now on, we may indeed just write our music into the wind. 
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